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The Mentors are an American heavy metal band, known for their deliberate shock rock lyrics. Originally
formed in Seattle, Washington in May 1976, they relocated to Los Angeles, California in 1979 where their
irreverent attitude aligned them with the city's punk rock scene.
Mentors (band) - Wikipedia
In drumming, a ghost note is played at very low volume, and typically on a snare drum. In musical notation,
ghost notes are indicated in parenthesis surrounding the note. According to The Drummer's Bible: How to
Play Every Drum Style from Afro-Cuban to Zydeco, the purpose of a ghost note is to "...be heard under the
main sound of the groove.
Ghost note - Wikipedia
Get the Download. for a donation: New Downloads Available for a Donation. Released in late-December, our
23rd single of 2018 features parodies of two songs from the mid-70's done by rock quintets formed in
England, although each often featured American members.
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